Tumor Voxel Dose-Response Matrix and Dose Prescription Function Derived Using 18F-FDG PET/CT Images for Adaptive Dose Painting by Number.
To construct a tumor voxel dose response matrix (DRM) and dose prescription function (DPF) for adaptive dose painting by number (DPbN) based on treatment feedback of fluoro-2-deoxyglucose (FGD) positron emission tomography (PET)/computed tomography (CT) imaging. FDG-PET/CT images obtained before and after chemoradiation therapy and at weekly chemoradiation therapy sessions for each of 18 patients with head and neck cancer, as well as the treatment outcomes, were used in the modeling. All weekly and posttreatment PET/CT images were registered voxel-to-voxel to the corresponding pretreatment baseline PET/CT image. Tumor voxel DRM was created using serial FDG-PET imaging of each patient with respect to the baseline standardized uptake value (SUV0). A tumor voxel control probability (TVCP) lookup table was created using the maximum likelihood estimation on the tumor voxel (SUV0, DRM) domain of all tumors. Tumor voxel DPF was created from the TVCP lookup table and used as the objective function for DPbN-based inverse planning optimization. Large intertumoral and intratumoral variations on both tumor voxels (SUV0, DRM) were identified. Tumor voxel dose resistance did not show correlation with its baseline SUV0 value and was the major cause of the tumor local failures. Tumor voxel DPF as the function of tumor voxel (SUV0, DRM) values also showed a very large intertumoral and intratumoral heterogeneity. Most human papillomavirus-negative tumors require a treatment dose >100 Gy to certain local tumor regions. These treatment doses, which are most unlikely to be implementable in conventional radiation therapy, can be achieved using adaptive DPbN treatment. Clinical feasibility was evaluated by comparing the adaptive DPbN treatment plan with the conventional intensity modulated radiation therapy plan. Tumor voxel (SUV0, DRM) provides an intratumoral prognostic map to target tumor locoregional-resistant regions. The corresponding TVCP or DPF provides a quantitative objective to optimize the intratumoral dose distribution for the individuals. The adaptive DPbN with FDG-PET/CT imaging feedback is feasible to implement in clinics.